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WELCOME BACK

Monika

Hi and welcome to the first issue of No 
Name this year. We're all really excited 
about getting back to writing for you guys 
and we hope you're all equally as excited to
read these! 



HAZING

Kaja

On Monday (17th September 2018 ) there was a 
hazing in our school. First grades took part in a 

competition about Stefan Banach high school and I 
can say that their knowledge was excellent! After 
that, every class faced a challenge to present a 

scene from the Polish series using some hilarious 
texts and behaviour. They had a lot of ideas and 
every show was really different. That made every 
class so original! One of their tasks was to show a 
poster that was promoting their class. There was a 

lot of laughing during the hazing. At last 1D won 
with their interpretation of Ojciec Mateusz. We 
would like to thank every single class for their 

engagement and congratulate winners. See you 
next year with new students! 



Lukasz





When it comes to art, you are probably thinking by 
looking at some modern paintings that there are no 
skills behind it, we could do that kind of scribbles by 
ourselves, and you are right, at least partly. See when a 
lot of modern art is indeed made with no thoughts 
behind it, there are some with deep meaning and 
emotions converter through a canvas or its just art critic 
over analyzing a giving meaning to the concept that has 
none of it, being so confident that the piece is 
marvelous, he might actually convince some more 
people that its a fact, when the painter probably doesn't 
really know what he painted himself. 

ART, 
TALENT OR 
HARD WORK? 

Marcin



 
 
He is considered one of the most outstanding contemporary actors who 
can play roles in a wide range of film and theater genres. In his youth, he
was greatly influenced by Richard Burton, whom he met personally 
when he was 15 years old. According to critics, both actors' characters 
were very similar both physically, in terms of temperament and the style 
of acting. Initially, his acting career was based solely on theater roles. 
Later he focused on film acting. 
 
He pursued his acting in parallel with his musical interests. It is the 
composer of the waltz, which was premiered in Vienna by André Rieu 
and his orchestra for the first time only 50 years after composing the 
piece. He was a composer of music for his own movie August in 1996. 
In the period of his later film career, he developed his interest in painting. 
Mainly his landscapes are presented in galleries, among others in the 
USA and Great Britain. 
 
 

P H I L I P  A N T H O N Y  H O P K I N S  
born December 31, 1937 in Port Talbot 

an American theater and film actor from Great Britain, also a composer and painter. 



His most famous film role was the character of Hannibal 
Lecter in the film The Silence of the Sheep, for which he won 
the 1992 Academy Award of the American Film Academy for
the best male role. He also played in the sequel to Hannibal 
(2001) and in the Red Dragon prequel (2002). 
 
He has lived in the United States, and since 2000 has 
citizenship of this country. He was married three times. In 
2002, he ended his 29-year marriage with Jennifer Lynton 
and got married in 2003 with Stella Arroyave. 
 
He actively participates in many charities and organizations. 
Many of them are related to ecology. He is a co-founder of 
the foundation dealing with nature conservation. He was the 
President of the National Trust and made great contributions 
to the development of Snowdonia National Park. Takes part 
in television campaigns to stop the capture of whales by 
Japanese fishermen. 

Lukasz



Halloween is coming! 
The American holiday is fast approaching with great strides. 
Halloween is a celebration on the night of October 31. 
It's the most known in the United States and Canada but in 
Poland, children have adopted it with joy. 
This day, children wear scary costumes, masks and makeup. 
The most known characters to be are the Frankensteins, 
witches, pirates and ghosts. They go to people's homes 
saying "Trick or treat!" to ask for sweets and they get them. 
If someone chooses the trick, he or she must expect really 
scary jokes. 
If you are an adult and you do not want to collect candy, a 
good option is going to the cinema for some scary movies. 
This fall, the best horror films of all times are released in the 
Polish cinemas. They will play "Hellfest" (12.10), "Halloween" 
(26.10) and "Suspiria" (2.02). 
So go for it! Take part and enjoy!!! 

H A L L O W E E N

Iga



It's no secret that Princess Diana is a symbol of the British royal family. She changed the image of a 
princess from someone haughty and unattainable to someone who is just like us. 

She would constantly break the royal protocol, for example she'd never wear gloves, because she valued 
direct contact with people she visited. She wouldn't wear hats either, because as she said, "You can't 

cuddle a child in a hat." 
 

Pretty much everyone who remembers Princess Diana associates her name with kindness. Of course, she 
wasn't the only one who did humanitarian work, but she was the only one who did it with extreme sincerity. 

Speaking of charity work: she worked with organizations to help homeless youth, wanted to change the 
public's perception of HIV/AIDS (She famously said: "HIV does not make people dangerous to know. You 
can shake their hands and give them a hug, heaven knows they need it."), brought attention to Angola's 
landmines, made regular personal visits to London's homeless centers and hospitals and so the list goes 

on! That's why everyone called her “The People’s Princess”. 
 

P R I N C E S S  D I A N A :  M O R E  T H A N  

J U S T  A  F A S H I O N  I C O N



 
To me personally, Princess Diana is an extreme 
inspiration. Her altruism and sincerity are truly 
remarkable. Not only did she teach people to be 
kind and understanding but she also showed us to 
not be afraid to break the rules sometimes, to just 
listen to our hearts and do what it tells us is right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Monika

Carry out a random 
act of kindness, with 

no expectation of 
reward, safe in the 

knowledge that one 
day someone might do 

the same for you.



THANKS
FOR READING

See you soon!
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